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About This Game

Immerse yourself in the world of night races! Buy and customize cars, compete in legal and illegal races.
Build your car piece by piece in first person mode. Engines, body kits, spoilers, rims, neon, nitrous, and much more...

Cars:

There are currently 13 legendary cars available in the game.

Customization:

Customization is where this game really shines. Cars are made up of over 30 parts. They can be assembled and disassembled,
and you can move parts from one car to another. Buy parts at the tuning store and improve your car! You customize your ride in

first person mode, so you can run around the garage or store and build your dream car "by hand."

Open world:

The open world is made up of a small city at night where illegal streets races are held. Compete in them to prove you're the best!
But be careful - the cops a never sleep! So who are you going to be, a racer or a cop? You can play as one, then the other. The

open world is currently in alpha and will be improved with each new update.

Legal races:
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The game also features legal races in tracks equipped for racing. If you've got the fastest car, these races are the best way to
make some cash.
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Title: Race for Tuning
Genre: Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Racing, Simulation
Developer:
A. Strazhev
Publisher:
A. Strazhev
Release Date: 19 Apr, 2019

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or better

Processor: Dual-Core processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 Ti

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Russian
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If you are a fan of SLRR, then this is for you. I hope im not offending the dev of this game by saying that, but this game made
me think of SLRR.

I know it is still early days, but this is all ready solid and imo it will only get better from here.

Keep up the good work.!!!!

. I only have played a few races and I am impressed with this game. Though the graphics are not the greatest I still find them
amazing for this game. I do enjoy how u can custom your car and then decide do race it. It takes time to build up that ultimate
car so expect to lose as badly as I did lol.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L59IpN9cXmQ

P.s. - I'm used to automatic, switching gears is not my thing so I will do better now i Know what im doing.. This game is so
boring it's not fun to play it's so slow it's grinding it doesn't feel finished.. I've been looking for a game to rival Street Legal
Racing: Redline and this has so much potential but I can't recommend it in the slightest.
Pros:
-The drag racing is fun when you can find someone
-The tuning is okay

Cons:
-The servers are dead and, being as racing other people is the only way of progressing, you cannot progress.
-If you do happen to find someone, 90% of the time they will have a way better car than you.
-You cannot properly earn money until you win 10 races which, following on from my last point, is nearly impossible.
-The upgrade system is almost all cosmetic and when you do get into performance upgrades, it is based on the worst system I've
ever seen in a racing game, performance upgrades come in stages and each stage has a lower success rate than the last. If you
fail, you are sent back to the beginning. In a game about upgrading every aspect of your car this just doesn't work.
-Finally, the game employs the tactics of most mobile games with a daily reward and hints that to make any actual progression
you must pay for in game money.

Avoid at all costs until devs sort this mess out.. Looked like it would be a fun little game, but the game is dreadful. It reminds of
a very cheap app you expect to find on the apps store. The graphics are rubbish and the game play is glitchy, You cant race as
there only one server available. dont waste your money !!
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how to get back money. poo poo pee pee poo poo. servers are dead.
only play if you have at least 2 other friends to play with
besides that, fun game.. Game is very enjoyable and fun, I had won 10 races and all I had to really do was lower the weight of
the car and she handled perfectly. I won't call this a "Pay to win" game and that's only because I saw no major difference in
buying money to get parts that are only accessible buy having said money in the first place, there is no added advantage because
everything that you can get by simply playing the game and spending no real world money can be bought or accessed if you did
spend at least $1. So in that aspect the game isn't broken, I would love to see more options in the shop to buy for my car such as
styles of fenders and options to tint the windows and hopefully visual detail and options under the hood.
  I have not had any issues playing the game as it is and I can only hope that any updates in the future will keep that flow,
however I'm not dumb and know that things happen when games are being developed and it takes time, so I hope you use your
time well to truly mold this game into something more outstanding than the next developer to take charge.

  Forgive me for making this seem like a personal challenge to you but I didn't know how else to word it, but this game has a lot
of room to grow into something amazing that I will never remove from my library. I cant wait to see how this game develops
and transforms into an amazing title, keep up the great work. I couldn't have asked for a better street racing game on steam than
this.. It's reallllllly rough in its present state (the graphics and models are hideous! And we really need some race crowds, more
tracks, etc). But the underlying game is good, and as it is now it's just a decent timewaster, but if the devs put more time into
this it could be legendary like Tokyo Xtreme Racer.

P.S. This game works perfectly on Wine for Gnu/Linux. Steam Play will cause the game to crash with an error though so don't
use that.. GREAT VALUE!!!

The people who say pay to win?? I say rubbish I have won several races(not drag) with lower spec cars, based on skill.
If you pay you just short cut your way to the top. The main objective is to grind your way by racing others and you still win
money even if you lose, just less that's all!

LOVE IT - 10 OUT OF 10. mightve liked the game if they had singleplayer, multiplayer is broke nobody to play with, id give a
hard pass on this if you want a good game, also its pay to win and they expect you to buy money. only three words needed...
PAY TO WIN!!!. If you enjoyed slrr youll love this. Not too grindy and never had trouble finding someone to race, very
hopeful for this game.. If you are a fan of SLRR, then this is for you. I hope im not offending the dev of this game by saying
that, but this game made me think of SLRR.

I know it is still early days, but this is all ready solid and imo it will only get better from here.

Keep up the good work.!!!!

Race for Tuning is already available!:
Have a good game! :). Update!:
- increase of legal races' reward
- police collisions addition
- addition of the racers' markers on the police map
- camera improvement of illegal races
- sound improvement of illegal races. Steam page is live!:
Wishlist the game and follow the community, more news are coming.
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